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1. Calculation of the Instrumental Transport Efficiency  

Our study employed two approaches for determination of the instrumental transport efficiency. 

1.1. The Counting Method 

The transport efficiency ηcounting (%) is calculated as: 

ηcounting = (60 × qp) /(cp × ὐ ) × 100%, (S1)

with qp—particle stream into the plasma (particle × s−1), cp—particle number concentration (particle × 
mL −1) and ὐ—as the sample uptake rate (mL × min−1). 

1.2. The Size Method 

The transport efficiency of the size method ηsize (%) is calculated as: 

ηsize = (Rionic/RP) × 100%, (S2)

Rionic is defined as: 

Rionic = (RFion × 6 × 104)/(ὐ × td), (S3)

RFion—analyte sensitivity (cps(ng mL-1)-1) td—dwell time (ms) and 

RP = (ĪP/mP), (S4)

with ĪP—background corrected average particle intensity (cps) and mP—mass of particle (μg). 

2. Estimation of the Particle Size  

The particle size dp (nm) is defined as: 

dp = [(6 × mp)/π × pp)]−(1/3) × 104, (S5)

pp corresponds to the bulk material density (g mL−1). The transport efficiency (η), which was 
derived from either the counting method (see Equation (S1)) or the size method (see Equations (S2)–
(S4)is now used to calculate mp; 

mp = [(Ip × td)/(RFion)] × [(ὐ × η)/60] × (Mp/Ma), (S6)
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Ip—background corrected particle intensity (cps), Mp—molar mass of the particles and Ma—the 
molar mass of the analyte. 

3. Estimation of the Particle Number Concentration  

The particle number concentration cp (particles × L−1) is considered as: 

cp = (dp/η) × (1000/ὐ). (S7)

3.1. Limits of Detection for the Particle Number Concentration 

The limit of detection for the number based concentration LODNP (particle × L−1) is calculated as: 

  LODNP = (ńp +3× SDp)/(η × ὐ × ta), (S8)

ńp—average number of particles in blank samples (particles), SDp—standard deviation of the 
average number of particles and ta—total measurement time of each experiment (min). The limit of 
detection for the mass based concentration LODMP (ng × L−1) is defined as: 

LODMP = LODNP × ‾mp, (S9)

‾mp—average particle mass (ng).  

4. Estimation of the Background 

Determination of the ionic background intensity (IBG) was in accordance to the 3σ-approach with: 

IBG = ÍBG + 3 × ISD, (S10)

ÍBG—average intensity of the original background, ISD—standard deviation of the average 
background intensity. 

5. Additional Tables 

Table S1. Comparison of spICP-MS and HDC-spICP-MS measurements of blank solutions and 60 nm 
Au-NPs (Au NIST 8013, 50 ppt) over 1 month (n = 5, at 5 days). 

Parameters spICP-MS HDC-spICP-MS 
Number of particulate events (blanks) 

Number of particulate events (samples) 
Transport efficiency (%) 

6 (3) 6 (3) 
99 (8) 183 (15) 
2.94 8.74 

Number of particles per run (×10³ mL−1) 26.7 (2.1)  26.7 (3.9) 
Expected number of particles (×10³ mL−1) 26.7 26.7 

Table S2. DLS measurements of the hydrodynamic diameter (dH) and zeta potential for the used 30 
nm Au-NP, lipids only and the lipids loaded with 30 nm Au-NP (n = 3). 

- rH (nm) zeta potential (mV) 
30 nm Au-NP 43.05 (0.5) −21.7 (1.2) 

- empty loaded empty loaded 
El-01-C 204.4 (1.4) 231.1 (4.7) 75.4 (0.7) 37.5 (2.8) 
El-11-C 163.9 (1) 149 (1.6) 27.1 (2.1) -30.3 (0.3) 

El-01-PN 175.7 (1.1) 177.1 (0.7) -76 (1.9) -87.9 (1.5) 

6. Additional Figures  
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Figure S1. Expected (TEM) versus quantified average NP size measured with ICP-MS. 

 
(A) 
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Figure S2. (A) DLS-derived hydrodynamic size of different Au-NPs (20–100 nm) in the eluent of the 
HDC (n = 6). (B) Calibration curve for HDC retention time with DLS measured hydrodynamic 
diameters. 

 
Figure S3. Expected (DLS) versus quantified average NP size calculated by using the HDC retention 
time. For both techniques the particles are measured in the eluent used for the HDC-spICP-MS.  
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Figure S4. Schematically description for the estimation of resolution (R) between 2 different size 
populations (30 and 60 nm Au-NP) in accordance to LC-MS techniques. 

 
Figure S5. NTA derived particle number distribution for unloaded liposome EL-01-C. 
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